More FLEXIBILITY, new offerings

New Suspension Bushing Kit options compatible with Hendrickson® suspensions are now available.

13743 Suspension Bushing Kit
Includes: 2 - bushings
4 - wear shims
2 - shear type bolt kits (Adjustment torque 550 ft-lb)
Compatible with Hendrickson® Part # S-26321

13744 Suspension Bushing Kit
Includes: 1 - bushing
2 - wear shims
1 - shear type bolt kit (Adjustment torque 550 ft-lb)
Compatible with Hendrickson® Part # S-24691

STEMCO GAFF Suspension bushings are made with a highly engineered polymer and geometry features designed for the harsh road conditions and environment. STEMCO GAFF Polymer Bushings provide a longer life than standard rubber bushings thus maintaining the suspension’s stability and alignment and so enhancing performance and extending up-time of the units.

Illustrated below are the forces that mainly contribute to wear and tear of these suspension bushings.

Vehicle Load, geometry
Accelerating and Braking Load
Torsional forces

We recommend following inspection and installation guides from OE to ensure the extended life of the product.

Hendrickson® Vantraax®

Also compatible with Part # S-26321
13594 Suspension Bushing Kit
(2 kits per axle) Easy Align Kit, Includes Bolt Kit & Alignment Collars

13671 Suspension Bushing Kit
(2 kits per axle) No hardware included, Hardware kit sold separately 13673

13623 Tool R&I
For Removal & Installation of bushing. Use with kits 13743, 13594, 13671

Hendrickson® Intraax®

Also compatible with Part # S-24691
13600 Suspension Bushing Kit
(2 kits per axle) No hardware included, Hardware kit sold separately 13604

13628 Suspension Bushing Kit
(2 kits per axle) Easy Align Kit, Includes Bolt Kit & Alignment Collars

13581 Tool R&I
For Removal & Installation of bushing. Use with kits: 13744, 13510, 13600, 13628

HENDRICKSON® HT Suspensions

Compatible with Part # S-6914

13510 Suspension Bushing Kit
Weldable alignment collars not included (Adjustment torque 900 ft-lb)

HENDRICKSON® VANTRAAX® and INTRAAX® are registered trademarks of The Boler Company.

Making more options available for an easy repair

STEMCO GAFF has kit options that include full hardware, no hardware, and components available for sale individually. See our full line at www.stemco.com, your local representative, or customer service at 800-527-8492.